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FOR: The Join

SUBJECT: Tax Sys_em In The Marianas \

In orde implement _e princi?al of maxim_

local selfTgovernmen_recognize d in the joint co,unique
\

of June 1973, represen_tives of the NorthernMarinas Islands
k l

propose that the status a_eement recogn_ed the right of

the Marianas to develop it'__wn interna_ tax laws. This

proposal won the approval of t_United/States Delegation
and the basic principals were inh in _e joint co--unique

of Dece_er 1973.

Subsequent to that co--it by the United States

Delegation, however, certain me_c f the House Interior

Co_ittee have expressed thei: _out the manner in

which the Internal Revenue is. _sed to ._ppiy to the
7_L - "

Marianas unfler .the..:new poii Cal status " The _itefl States "

Delegation now apparentl, that tax,provisions
/

in previously agre must be altered Recognizing that

there is strong about this iss _ in Congress, and

desiring to nue the progress th has been made in the

neg ons, the Mariana representatives on the

joint drafting in _is memorandum a compromise

tax proposal which is designed to meet the needs and to protect
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the interests of both parties.

Review ofagreedprovi:s{ons. -

The essence of the agreement previously reached

between the Marianas Political Status Commission and the

United States Delegation concerning taxation was that the

Marianas would develop its own taxation provisions, and

that the Internal Revenue Code of the United States would

apply to the Marianas as it appl.ies to other territories

and possessions. The Marianas, of course, intends to exercise

it's legislature powers in a responsible manner. It has

absolutely no intention of becoming a tax haven for wealthy

Americans, or in any fashion impairing the economoy of Guam.

As this section will demonstrate, the proposal previously

agreed to was a fair and reasonable proposal which protected

the interests of the Marianas in maximum local self-government

and protected all the legitimate interests of the United

States as _elk. _ _ ...... ....

Individuals. Under the proposal previously

agreed to, Section 931 of the Internal Revenue Code would

"apply to U.S. Citizens in the Marianas just as it applies

to U.S. Citizens in Guam. This means that a U.S. Citizen

would be taxed on U.S. source income but not on foreign source

income if 80% of his income is earned in the Marianas er

other U.S. possessions and 50% is from the act of conduct
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of a trade or business in such possession. [On May 22, 1974,

the Ways and Means Committee announced a tentative decision

to amend the Internal Revenue Code to increase the 50% active

trade or business requirement to 80%]. This proposal would

have given the Marianas the primary right to tax Marianas

source income and would have preserved the U.S. tax on U.S.

source income. Thus a U.S. taxpayer with interest and

dividend income of $i00,000 from U.S. sources would have

been subject to a U.S. tax on the entire $108,000 even if

he resided in the Marianas. Thus, regardless of the kind

of territorial tax that might have been adopted in the Marianas

a wealthy stateside citizen with large amounts of passive

investment income from U.S. securities could not have avoided

U.S. tax simply by moving to the Marianas.

The requirement that a taxpayer earn 80% of his

income in a possession and 50% in a active trade or business

in a possession is narr0wlY drawn precisely to av0id making

-.- .

any possession a tax haven The stateside citizen who fails

to meet the percentage requirements Of section 931 would be

subject to U.S. tax on his worldwide income, including any

Marianas source income, with a tax credit for income tax

paid in the Marianas on Marianas source income. This means

that even if the Marianas adopted no income tax system, the

stateside citizen would still pay the same total tax bill as
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he would if the Marianas adopted the Internal Revenue Code

in haec verba--the only difference being that all the revenue

would be collected by the United States in that instance.

Corporations. One objection to the proposal

previously agreed to by the United States and the Commission "

is that, unless the Marianas adopt the Internal Revenue Code

as territorial tax, the Marianas could provide tax incentives

(through reduced corporate tax rates, for example) that might

unfairly compete with neighboring Guam. Actually, the problem

is precisely the reverse-how to protect fledgling businesses

in the Marianas from the competition of the more fully

developed economy of Guam. Guam presently has in force tax

rebate provisions for new industry that substantially reduce

the imposition of the Guam territorial income tax. Under

Title 54 of tlhe Guam Code a system of incentives for corporations

engaged in a variety of businesses is created. In order to

qualify for {he incentive, a corporation must either be a

Guam C0rporat_i_ or a United states •corporation limited to

doing business in Guam and qualifying under Section 931 of

the Internal Revenue Code •(i.e., having 80% of it's income

from possession sources and 50% from the Act of Conduct of

a trade or business in a possession). A qualified corporation

is eligible for, among other benefits, a rebate of up Go

75% of all corporate income tax payable to the government of

I 99
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Guam for a period of up to twenty years. In otherwords, a

Guam corporation Which is subject to the corporate income

tax at a rate of 48% under the mirror image of the United

States Internal Revenue Code may receive a 75% rebate so

that in fact it pays an effective rate of only 12%. A rebate

of up to 75% of corporate income tax on dividends paid by

a qualified corporation is also provided for a period of

up to five years, in addition to a ten year rebate on real

property tax and a ten year rebate of the Guam tax on

income derived from certain leasing operations.

There is more to the point about the Guamanian

tax rebate p]z0gram than the need to protect the Marianas

against unfair competition from it's neighbor. The rebate

program also shows that the mere fact that a possession

adopts the United States income tax as a territorial tax-

as Guam has done in effect through the mirror image-i s

no guarantee thaL it will not alter the effective rate of

tax of a itaxpaye_ bY providin_ cash rebates outside the

income tax system or by reducingthe impact of other taxes

such as the property tax. Accordingly, it is simply not

accurate to insist that the Marianas must adopt the exact

replica of the United States Income Tax Law in order to •

avoid unfair competition with Guam when Guam already _as

in effect a full panaply of tax incentive provisions designed

to attract new business. Indeed, under the circumstances,
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it is highly unlikely that any type of tax system adopted

by the Marianas would have any effect on the Guam economy.

Compromised Proposal.
.)

As the foregoing analysis indicates, the case for

requiring the imposition of the Internal Revenue Code as

a territorial tax in the Marianas is far from clear. We

continue to believe that the proposal we originally put

forward and whichthe United States accepted after review

is well precidented and entirely fair. In the spirit

compromise, however, we are willing to consider the following

scheme. The status agreement will provide that the Marianas

will adopt the Internal Revenue Code of the United States

as a territorial income tax. The legislature of the Northern

Marianas Islands would retain the power to amend that tax

to suit local conditions subject, however, to a Congressional

veto of such'changes for a Per i0d of five year_-iafter the
- ..... :' . . :.

effective :dateq- of the provision,. : :. ........
__ . . . . . - ... .. - • .

The compromise scheme here proposed is very similar

to the system which is in fact in Puerto Rico. It recognizes

the strong feelings in the Congress that the Internal Revenue

Code is an appropriate starting place for the territorial

income tax of the Marianas, and that for at least a limited

period of time Congress will retain complete control over

the local tax system. On the otherhand, the compromise scheme

.... "i
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also recognizes the importance of tax policy as a matter of

local self-government, and reserves to the popularly elected

representatives of the people of the Marianas the right to

fashion an appropriate tax structure. The necessity for the

Marianas Legislature to retain the power to amend the tax

to suit local conditions is plain not only as a matter of

principal but as a practical matter as well. The complexity

of the Internal Revenue Code and it'swell known loop-holes

cry out for providing local control over its application

as a territorial tax. Numerous court cases under the Guam

and Virgin Island territorial tax provisions provide ample

testimony tha_ the mirror image system itself has potential

pitfalls. Indeed, we understand that at this very moment

the Virgin Islands is preparing a request to Congress to

amend it's territorial tax to correct serious interpretive

problems. We further have been informed that the Treasury

Department is contemplating !egislation to clarify ambiguities:

in the 1972C;uam Legislation-l_qislat_on which was: designed

to cure problems in the original mirror image system.

The need for a Congressional veto over changes

in the tax system is less clear. The Marianas, of course,

intends to exercise it's legislative powers in a reasonable

manner. It has absolutely no intention of becoming a _ax

haven for wealthy Americans or in any fashion impairing the .

economy of Guam. However, in view of the strong Congressional
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interest in local tax affairs in the Marianas, the scheme

we have proposed provides for such a veto for a limited period

of time.


